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The United States Board on Geographic Names

THROUGH AN EXECUTIVE ORDER DATED SEPTEMBER 4,
1890, President Benjamin Harrison established the United States
Board on Geographic Names.  The charge given to the board was to
standardize the naming and spelling of geographic features, particu-

larly on maps and charts produced by the various federal agencies.  The naming
of towns was included.

The first report of the board was published in 1892, and contained
sweeping recommendations for modernizing, standardizing and simplifying the
spellings of geographic names throughout the country.  In effect, many of the
recommendations promoted the Americanization of spellings.

Existing towns in most cases were unaffected.  However, a few commu-
nities modified their names in order to bring them into compliance with board
guidelines.  The Post Office Department modified others.  Implementation of
the guidelines proved to be haphazard and inconsistent, especially from state to
state, owing largely to the grand fathering of traditional spellings.

Bankers were impacted when the spellings of their towns were modified.
The town was part of the bank title, so a change in the spelling of the town con-
stituted a title change.  Some bankers dutifully filed for title changes.  Most took
no immediate action because they didn’t want to pay for new plates.  Those who
did petition for a title change commonly delayed doing so until the bank was
extended.  They had to pay for the new series plates at that time anyway, so they
could get the revised spelling for free by waiting.
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Many bankers never took action because there was nothing in the
National Bank Act that required them to do so!  The clerks in the Office of the
Comptroller occasionally tweeked titles to account for new spellings.  This was
done by revising the spellings to conform to current Post Office Department
usage when new plates were ordered upon extension.  Such changes constituted
an interesting class of defacto title changes, which simply showed up when the new
notes arrived at the bank.

Our exploration of this topic will proceed by working down the list of
recommendations made by the board, and viewing typical or unusual outcomes.
We will look at cases, both progressive and regressive, and for better or worse.
Naturally, we will focus on internal inconsistencies, which are the stuff of variety
collecting.

The cases cited, and illustrated here, should be viewed as a sampling.
You will find others among the notes you collect.  The idea is to help you under-
stand why you are finding some of the oddities that you do, especially in cases
where Van Belkum (1968), or one of the standard catalogs, does not show a for-
mal title change as having occurred.

Not every example profiled here was a direct result of people following
the recommendations of the board.  Some occurred beforehand, driven by
spelling changes implemented locally before the board was established.

As you consider these examples, notice that there was a tendency for the
bankers opening new banks to adopt a revised spelling, whereas their brethren in
existing banks tended to ignore it.

Board of Geographic Names Report

The recommendations were as follows (Board on Geographic Names,
1892, p. 6) .

(a)  The avoidance, so far as seems practicable, of the possessive form of
names.

(b)  The dropping of the final “h” in the termination “burgh.”
(c)  The abbreviation of “borough” to “boro.”
(d)  The spelling of the word “center” as here given.
(e)  The discontinuance of the use of hyphens in connecting parts of names.
(f)  The omission wherever practicable of the letters “C. H.” (Court House)

after the names of country seats.
(g)  The simplification of names consisting of more than one word by their

combination into one word.
(h)  The avoidance of the use of diacritic characters
(i)  The dropping of the words “city” and “town” as parts of names.

Diacritic characters, referred to in recommendation “h,” are accent
marks imported from foreign languages such as the tilde, umlaut, circonflex and
cedilla that accompany letters to specify how to pronounce them.

The board made it clear that one of its overriding policies would be to
honor spellings and pronunciations which were sanctioned by local usage, even in
cases were the names had been changed or corrupted from some original form.
This allowed numerous spellings to be grandfathered and perpetuated, regardless
of merit.

The railroads and, more importantly, the Post Office Department were
particularly influential when it came to naming places.  The board pointed out:

It frequently happens that railroads adopt names for their stations dif-
ferent from those of the towns or villages in which they are situated,
and thus divide the usage.  To a much greater extent, however, than
the railroads has the Post-Office Department confused the nomencla-
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ture of the smaller towns and villages by attaching names to the post-
offices not in accordance with those in local usage.  Indeed, a list
shows that there are in this country thousands of cases where the
names of the post-office does not conform to the local name of the
place in which it is situated.  These differences are very confusing to
those using the postal service, and it seems desirable to reduce their
number as far as practicable, at the same time recognizing the impor-
tance of having but one post-office of the same name in each state.

Avoid the Possessive Forms for Names

There were a few note-issuing towns having possessive forms; specifical-
ly, Parker's Prairie, MN; Penn's Grove, NJ; Grant's Pass, OR; Clark's Summit,
PA; and St. Marys', WV.  The spelling for only one of these was modified.
Specifically, the apostrophe was dropped from St. Marys’, WV, for The First
National Bank (#5226), between the Series of 1882 and 1902 issues.  The fact is,
there was no apostrophe on the organization report, so the bankers did not
request it in the first place!

Drop the Final “h” in “burgh”

A number of older towns in the country, particularly in New York, used
“burgh” as a suffix.  The board report targeted this archaic spelling, and cited
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,  specifically as follows.  “Concerning the termination
‘burg’ or ‘burgh,’ as Pittsburg, an extensive correspondence has developed the
fact that in more than three-fourths of the places having this termination the final
‘h’ is not in local use.”

The possessive apostrophe was
dropped from Mary’s upon extension
in 1919.  The bankers didn’t use it in
the first place. 
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The story for Pittsburgh is great.  The following is distilled from
Huntoon, Liddell and Hughes, (2005).

Pittsburgh bankers had been using the “h” from the beginning; however, it
was dropped by the Post Office by the time the 1894 list of postal addresses was
published.  This matter did not sit well with some vocal traditionalists because on
July 19, 1911, with an effective date of October 11, 1911, Pittsburgh was allowed to
retake its “h.”  This was accomplished through the good offices of U. S. Senator
George T. Oliver, who took an appeal for restoration of the letter on the behalf of
the citizens of Pittsburgh to the Board on Geographic Names.  It was noted that
during the period when the spelling was in transition, all city ordinances and coun-
cil minutes retained the “h.”  Also, it is important to note that none of the existing
banks with the “h” dropped it during the period when it was not in use.

However, five banks adopted the modernized spelling of Pittsburg during
the turn of the century period; specifically, the Federal, Republic, Industrial,
Keystone and American nationals.  They were organized between 1901 and 1905,
but interspersed among them during the same period were the Cosmopolitan,
Mellon, Colonial and Washington nationals which used the traditional spelling.
Obviously, the choice was that of the bankers.  No clerk was waiting in the
Comptroller’s office, board report in hand, to screen and correct the spellings sub-
mitted by the bankers.

The Federal National Bank, charter #6023, came in during 1901, just
under the wire for receiving Series of 1882 notes.  Thus it became the only
Pennsylvanian bank to utilize Series of 1882 plates with the Pittsburg spelling.
Both Brown Backs and Date Backs were issued before the bank was liquidated in
1914.

The other four banks using Pittsburg started with Series of 1902 Red
Seals.  Red Seals were all that three of them ever issued, specifically the short-lived
Republic, Industrial and American nationals.  Red Seals from each are rarities.  The

The “h” was dropped from
Ellensburg between the time that
these two banks were chartered.
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Keystone National Bank lasted from 1905 to 1934, but ceased issuing notes with
1902 Blue Seals in 1924.  Thus, no Series of 1929 notes bear the Pittsburg
spelling.

Of the remaining towns with “burgh,” only Greensburgh, IN;
Plattsburgh, NY; and Ellensburgh, WA, altered their spellings.  The change in
Greensburgh, IN came well before the 1892 board report, because the only bank
to use the archaic form was The First National Bank (#356).  Beginning with the
Citizens National Bank (#1890), chartered in 1871, the several other banks in town
used “burg.”

Charters numbers 266, 321, 2534, 3174 and 6613 in Plattsburgh, NY,
used the old spelling, whereas numbers 5785 and 13548 used the modern form.
Obviously the officers of the City National Bank (#6613), chartered in 1903, were
stubborn holdouts, in contrast to the progressives at The Plattsburg National Bank
(#5785), which was chartered earlier in 1901.

The early banks in Ellensburgh, WA, used the old spelling; specifically
charter numbers 3037 and 3867, whereas the later entrants, numbers 9079 and
11045, used the new.  At least things were more orderly in Washington.

Abbreviate “borough” to “boro”

There were 18 banks in Kentucky, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Ohio
and Pennsylvania, in towns ending in “borough.”  Most of these stayed the course,
regardless of the board recommendation.

The case of Marlborough, MA, is notable for the lack of consistency.
Charters numbers 158 and 2770 use “boro” whereas #2404 in the middle used
“borough.”  Confusion also reigned in New Hampshire where the spelling of
Wolfborough was used by The Lake National Bank (#1486).  In contrast, The
Wolfeborough National Bank (#8147) went for the gusto in 1906, by adding both
an h and e.  The spelling has settled down to Wolfeboro now.

There is a Hillsborough, OH, a spelling used by the first three banks,
namely charter numbers 787, 2039 and 2449, before the spelling was simplified.
The Farmers and Traders National Bank (#9243) used the modernized form when
chartered in 1908.

The best of all, though, is The Foxboro National Bank of Foxborough,
MA (#9426).  The bankers modernized, the town didn’t.  The town now goes by
Foxboro.  You can get the whole story on one note!

Special mention should be made of Waldoboro, ME.  The town has
always gone with “boro,” and the bankers followed suit.

The Organization Report for The Waldoboro National Bank (#744)
reveals that someone was a stickler for the king’s English, because an apostrophe

The Board on Geographic Names
recommended dropping “ugh” from
“borough.”  The bankers did, but
the town didn’t, in this case!
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appears after Waldoboro’ in both the bank and town names to denote that a con-
traction had occurred.  The apostrophe made it to both the bank name and postal
location on the 1-1-1-2 Original/1875 plate, but not to the plates for the higher
denominations.

Unusual is the fact that although the apostrophe was not used by the
bankers at The Medomak National Bank of Waldoboro (#1108), one did made it to
Waldoboro’ in the tombstone on their deuce, but not to the postal location.

Use “Center” not “Centre”

The use of the old English “re” is popular for people trying to add a bit of
panache, so you find it on names of restaurants and other places where yuppies gath-
er.  In the early days, it was carried over to many town names by immigrants.  Most

Here is a case where the bankers
used an apostrophe to denote that
“ugh” had been dropped from
“Waldoborough,” but it only made
it to their $1s and $2s.

The choice of Centreville or
Centerville was that of the bankers
because the town always used
Centerville.
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towns employing Centre left it as was, despite the board recommendation.
The story of Centerville, IA, and the spellings used by the three national

banks there is the best of its kind in the country.  The following history is from
Heusinkveld, (2004, no 14).  Centerville, IA, is in Appanoose County along the
south central border of the state.  The town has been spelled with an “er” since it
was incorporated, and is listed on early maps, in early bank directories, and in all
the annual reports of the Comptroller of the Currency, with that spelling.

When surveyed in 1846, the place was called Chaldea, but renamed
Senterville after William Tandy Senter, a congressman from Tennessee in 1843-
1845.  When the city fathers submitted the name change to the Iowa Legislature,
someone in the Legislature changed the spelling to Centerville, evidently believ-
ing that the hicks down state didn’t know how to spell.

The First National Bank of Centreville, Iowa, charter #337, used the old
English “re” from the time the bank was chartered in 1864 forward.  Perhaps the
bankers were trying to add a bit of grace to the place.  Regardless, the organizers
of the next bank in 1874, The Farmers National Bank, charter #2197, followed
suit using the old English spelling.  This bank lasted only until 1879, when it was
voluntarily  liquidated.

The final note-issuing bank to come along was The Centerville National
Bank, charter #2841, in 1882.  These bankers broke with their brethren by using
the modern spelling.  This bank competed with The First National through the
rest of the note issuing era.

The fun with the spelling came in 1929.  The Comptroller’s clerks for-
mally acknowledged that the post office was spelling the town with an “er.”
When they ordered the overprinting logotype plates for The First National Bank,
they listed it as The First National Bank of Centreville, Centerville, Iowa!  This
treated Centerville as the name of the town, and relegated Centreville to a pic-
turesque regional colloquialism in the bank name.

In effect, this was an imposed defacto title change that the bankers did
not apply for.  It stuck on the notes through the 1929 issues.  This truly became a
case where everyone got it both ways, not much different then the Foxborough
case!

The bankers at The First National
Bank used Centreville as the spelling
on their organization certificate, but
the Comptroller’s clerks, recognizing
that the Post Office used Centerville,
imposed a defacto title change on the
bankers by ordering up this Series of
1929 logotype.  Centreville is treated
as a colloquialism in the bank name
on the 1929 note.  (Photo of the 1929
note courtesy of Bob Liddell)
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Smith Centre, KS, had two banks, The First National Bank (#3546) and
The Smith County National Bank (#3630).  Both came in during the 1886-7 peri-
od with the old English spelling.  The First National Bank survived into the small
note era.  The Comptroller’s clerks acknowledged that the post office spelling
had been modernized, so ordered the set of 1929 logotype plates with the new
spelling.  The 1929 notes read The First National Bank of Smith Center, Kansas.
At least the title didn’t come out as The First National Bank of Smith Centre,
Smith Center, Kansas, as happened on the 1929 plates for Centerville, Iowa!

Another Centreville modernized its spelling, this one in Tennessee.  The
First National Bank (#3288), chartered in 1885, used the old spelling.  The
Citizens National Bank (#9827) used the new in 1910.

Don’t Use Hyphens to Connect Parts of Names

Here was a recommendation that failed on national bank notes.  The fol-
lowing hyphenated towns had note issuing banks:  Peapack-Gladstone, NJ;
Hastings-upon-Hudson, NY; Winston-Salem, NC; Wilkes-Barre, PA; and
Sedro-Woolley, WA.

All the banks, except those in Wilkes-Barre, started with their hyphens,
and finished with them.

The interesting twist for Wilkes-Barre is that the early banks in town did
not use a hyphen.  These included charter numbers 30, 104 and 732.  The charter
for The First National Bank (#30) expired in 1882, so it was reorganized under
charter #2736 with the same title, also without the hyphen.  The bank was
allowed to retake it old charter number in 1911, and those plates did not have the
hyphen either.

However, when The Luzerne County National Bank (#9235) came in

The hyphen had been added to
Wilkes-Barre by 1908, when The
Luzerne County National Bank was
chartered.  The hyphen was later
added to the Series of 1929 notes
issued by The First National Bank.
The Board on Geographic names pre-
ferred that such hyphens be omitted.
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during 1908, its officers used the hyphen.  It was used again by the next bank as
well, a late comer in 1933, called the Miners National Bank (#13852),

Most interesting is that the hyphen was inserted on the small notes made
for The First National Bank, in keeping with the precedent set by the then
defunct Luzerne County National Bank.  Thus, the large size notes on charter
#30 don’t have it, but the small notes do.

Omit C. H. (Court House) after County Seats

The budding fad of naming county seats with a Court House suffix was
not particularly strong outside of the south by the time the national banking era
commenced.  Only three note issuing banks were in towns with such names:  The
First National Bank of Cape May Court House, NJ (#7945), The Midland
National Bank of Washington, C. H., OH (#4763), and The First National Bank
of Washington Court House, OH (#13490).

All stuck with exactly those titles for all their issues.  The succession of
the Ohio banks did conform loosely to the board recommendation.  Specifically,
“C. H.” was used by The Midland National Bank, chartered in 1892, the same
year that the report went public; whereas Court House was spelled out for The
First National Bank in 1930.  The bankers at The First National Bank didn’t
omit the Court House, but at least they didn’t use the C. H. abbreviation!

The Cape May Court House and Washington Court House banks hold
an interesting distinction.  They were the only Series of 1929 issuing banks in the
country where the town name spilled over to a second line in the title blocks.

The Board on Geographic names rec-
ommended dropping “C. H” from
towns such as this.  The city fathers
of Washington Court House, OH, did
not comply.  At least the bankers at
The First National Bank spelled it out.
This gave them the distinction of
being one of two banks in the coun-
try with a town name that required a
second line on Series of 1929 notes.
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Combine Names of More Than Two Words into One

There are a number of town names such as Elk Horn and Green Castle
where the words have been combined over the years yielding Elkhorn and
Greencastle.  This is particularly true for foreign names such as La Porte and El
Dorado.  The Board on Geographic Names preferred combining such names into
one word.

Application of this recommendation was spotty, but there are several
instances where the changes were made during the course of the issues for a given
bank, leading to interesting varieties.  If such a change occurred on the large size
issues, it happened between series, and was usually carried out by the clerks in the
Comptroller’s office rather than through a formal title change initiated by the
bankers.

The First National Bank of Elk Horn, WI (#873), used a two word town
name through the Series of 1882; however, when a 1902 10-10-10-20 plate was
made, the town appeared on it as Elkhorn.  This was the result of a defacto title
change imposed by the Comptroller’s clerks, not a formal change initiated by the
bankers.  Similarly, The First National Bank of Green Castle, Indiana (#219), was
modified to Greencastle at the startup of its small note issues.

In a switch on this theme, the plates for The First National Bank of
Greencastle, PA (#1081), used the one word spelling through the Series of 1875,
before being switched to Green Castle on the Series of 1882 and later plates!
There is no ambiguity about this being a very deliberate change.  The Series of
1882 10-10-10-20 plate was laid out as Greencastle, using the Series of 1875 plate
as a model.  It was rejected, and altered to Green Castle.  The fact is that the
spelling submitted by the bankers was Green Castle, so the presentation on the
Series of 1882 and later plates corrected a mistake.  No formal title change was
filed in this case to effect the change.

Elk Horn was combined into one
word by the Comptroller’s clerks
when they ordered the Series of 1902
plates for The First National Bank
upon extension in 1905.
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Here is a strange one.
Notice how Mountpleasant
is spelled as one word on
the note from the earlier
bank.  The name was
altered to two words by the
time the second bank was
chartered.

The First National Bank of
Laporte/La Porte used both
forms, with the two word
version on the later series.
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The First National Bank of
La Fayette/Lafayette got
both renditions of spellings
on its Original Series and
Series of 1875 notes.  The
difference probably was
caused by lack of attention
when the plate orders were
written.

It was discovered upon
extension in 1922, that the
town should have been
spelled Le Roy.  The second
plate carries the correct
spelling.
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The First National Bank of Portchester, NY (#402), was changed to Port
Chester at the start of the Series of 1882.  This is another case of making two
words out of one, to conform to the spelling actually submitted by the bankers.

Not quite the same, but interesting is the case for The New Castle
National Bank, New Castle, Maine #(953).  The bank was moved to
Damariscotta, so the Series of 1902 plates came out as The Newcastle National
Bank of Damariscotta.

These varieties are sprinkled through the Series of 1929 issues as well.
One very interesting case involves The American National Bank of Mt. Carmel,
IL (#5782).  When the officers applied for a title change to the “American-First
National Bank of”  in 1931, they spelled out Mount Carmel, thus causing both
variants to appear within the Type 1 issues from the bank.

Foreign names were handled erratically through time and from state to

This Cincinnati bank had three titles.
Notice how the spelling of La Fayette
changed between the second and
third.
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state.  The board preferred joining two word foreign names such as La Porte into
Laporte.

The French revolutionary hero La Fayette appeared both as La Fayette
and Lafayette in innumerable bank titles and town names throughout the coun-
try.  The extreme is Indiana where 14 banks were chartered in the town named
after him.  These were well mixed as follows:  La Fayette on numbers 417, 1967,
2717, 4468, 4656, 5940, 7415; Lafayette on numbers 930, 2213, 3280, 5889,
11148; and both 23, 882.  What those bankers needed was a strict nun at school
to bring order to that chaos!

However, my favorite is the handling of La Fayette in the last two titles
for charter #2310 of Cincinnati, OH, pictured here.  The appeal here is that the
variations occurred on different issues from the same bank.

There were 14 banks located in six towns named El Dorado or Eldorado.
At least the spellings with this name were internally consistent within the respec-
tive states.

Before we leave foreign town names, a neat situation developed in the
handling of a town named Le Roy in Kansas.  A pocket change issuing bank was
organized there on February 1, 1902, called The First National Bank, charter
#6149.  Le Roy is located 37 miles southeast of Emporia in eastern Kansas.

The bankers spelled Le Roy “Leroy” on their application, and this
spelling was dutifully used on their Series of 1902 Red Seal 10-10-10-20 plate.
The plate was altered into a Date Back after passage of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act,
with the “or other securities” clause, and relettered D-E-F-B, but the spelling
remained Leroy.

This bank had to be extend in 1922, so a new Series of 1902 plate was
prepared for it bearing a 1922 plate date.  By this time, someone in the
Comptroller’s office had discovered that the official post office name for the place
was Le Roy, so that spelling was used on the new plate.

New Castle was combined into one
word when the new plate was made
after this bank moved.
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The change was not initiated by a formal title change request from the
bankers, so it constitutes a defacto title change imposed on the bankers.  Here we
have a fluke case of two spellings on plates from the same bank with the same title
from the same series!

Avoid Accent Marks

Characters used to indicate how to pronounce foreign words were out of
favor when the Board on Geographic Names published its first report in 1892, so
the board recommended avoiding them.  They are making a strong comeback
now, especially those used in Spanish names, as Americans are becoming a bit
more cosmopolitan.

The pattern we see in the naming of towns during the national bank note
era was for accent marks to have been omitted early on, and left off for the dura-
tion.  There is one bank, however, where one was added later, The First National
Bank of San José, California (#2158).  Here the accent mark began to appear on
the Series of 1929 notes.

Bankers in the two Santa Fé, NM, banks used the accent mark through-
out.  There was no cultural resistence to it in northern New Mexico.

The correct spelling was Green
Castle.  However, the BEP employees
used the Series of 1875 plate with the
incorrect presentation as a model as
they laid in the Series of 1882 plate
(top).  The plate was altered (bottom)
to get it right.  No notes were printed
from the plate before it was repaired.
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Drop City and Town From Names

The board had this to say about the superfluous appendage of “City” or
“Town” to town names.  “The practice of adding the word city or town, as Boise
City, Marshalltown, as a part of the name is a useless complication, growing in
most cases out of an optimistic spirit on the part of the promoters of the place.  It
is often misleading and almost invariably unnecessary.”

There are interesting cases where these appendages were dropped from
the towns with issuing national banks.  My home town of 25 years, Laramie, WY,
was such a case.  When Laramie was founded in 1867, it was called Laramie City
to distinguish it from Fort Laramie, the calvary outpost along the Oregon Trail
on the other side of the Laramie Range to the east.  From what I have read, there
wasn’t particular optimism on the part of the founders that Laramie City would
develop into a major city.  Quite to the contrary, everyone expected it to blow
away after the Union Pacific Railroad completed laying the railroad through the
area.

The thing that saved the place was that there was a large spring on the
east edge of town that served as a major source of water for the steam engines.
The Union Pacific Railroad even built a roundhouse with repair shops there, and,
as the town gained political importance, the state located the Land Grant
University there.

However, calling the place a city was always a reach.  City was dropped
from Laramie City in the 1890s, once the Indian wars were over, and Fort
Laramie was abandoned.  This change first showed up in 1892, on the notes
issued by The Wyoming National Bank (#2110) and The Laramie National Bank
(#2518), as a result of formal title changes.  The change appeared later on the
Series of 1902 notes issued by The Albany County National Bank of Laramie
City, Laramie (#3651).  The latter was a defacto title change imposed by the
Comptroller’s clerks when The Albany County National Bank of Laramie City
was extended in 1907, so Laramie appears in the postal location, and Laramie
City was left within the bank name.

The accent mark was added to the
Series of 1929 notes for this San José
bank.  Although the Board on
Geographic Names favored dropping
accent marks, they have steadily
made a comeback. 
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Boise City, ID, the example cited by the board, was another western berg
that lost its City.  The city was dropped by the Comptroller’s clerks when The
First National Bank of Idaho (#1668) and The Boise City National Bank (#3471)
were extended, and began issuing Series of 1902 notes.  In contrast Boise City in
the western panhandle of Oklahoma never lost its City.  Thus, there is no possi-
bility for a before and after pair from The First National Bank (#11084) there.

Plural or Not

There were four banks in Big Springs, TX.  The First National Bank of
(#4306), The West Texas National Bank of (#6668), The State National Bank of
(#12543), and The First National Bank in (#13984).  The catch here is that
bankers at The State National Bank used the singular form for Spring, and that is
the spelling that was on their notes.

The folks who lived in Schellburg, PA, named it after a family named
Scheller.  They did their patriotic duty by not pluralizing Schell, and by omitting
the “h” from “burg.”  That spelling was used on the notes issued by The First
National Bank (#10666) until 1932.  But then the town adopted a pluralized
spelling, so the bankers filed for a title change which was approved January 27,
1933.  Schellsburg was used from then forward.  The result makes for a curious
pair in the Series of 1929.  Notice on the photos that a different Scheller signed
as president on each.

City was dropped from Boise City by
the Comptroller’s clerks when the
bank was extended in 1907.  This
constituted a defacto title change.
Notice that the town name appears
only in the script postal location in
the title block on these notes.
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Perspective

The Board on Geographic Names still operates.  Its impact on town
names has been less in bringing about changes to existing places such as
Pittsburgh to Pittsburg, than in influencing how new towns were named and
spelled.  In the case of El Dorado and Eldorado, the newer towns across the
country tended to use the one word spelling.  Likewise, the new “burgs” were
spelled without the “h.”

Bankers did not apply for a title change in many if not most cases where
the name of their town was changed by the town or the Post Office Department.
If the revision materialized on national bank notes, it was often imposed by the
Comptroller’s clerks who simply caused the new name to be incorporated into
the title block on new plates, predominantly at the time of an extension.  The
only place where the change appeared in some of these cases was in the script
postal location on the left side of the title block.

The reason that bankers wouldn’t apply for title changes when the town
name was modified was simply the fact that national banking law did not require
them to do so.  By neglecting this detail, they could avoid the cost of new plates.
Comptroller Edward Lacey, in 1889, formally called upon Congress to pass an
amendment to the National Bank Act that would force the bankers to file for title
changes under such circumstances, but that amendment never was pushed
through owing to opposition.

Collections can be greatly enriched with examples of different spellings
from the same town, especially if they can be found on the notes from the same
bank.  Some peculiar variations that you find may well be explained by the recom-
mendations of the Board on Geographic names first published in 1892.

There were four note issuing banks in
Big Springs, Texas.  The peculiar thing
is that the officers of the third omit-
ted the “s” from Springs.
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The bankers applied for a formal title
change to pluralize their town name
yielding this interesting Series of
1929 pair.  (Photo courtesy of Bob
Liddell)
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